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athenahealth,
Inc.

ATHN 4.38 4.38 4.57 4.57 O O $158.00 $179.00

Cellectis, SA CLLS (2.42) (2.42) (2.53) (2.53) O O $40.00 $44.00

United Natural
Foods Inc.

UNFI 3.20 3.20 3.46 3.45 P P NA NA
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Snap Commentaries - Equities
Updates

HEALTHCARE

Cellectis, SA (CLLS -   $30.21)
Biotechnology

Hartaj Singh
212-667-7589

Rating Market Cap Price Target / Prior Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $1,280.9M $44.00 / $40.00 EPS (2.76) (2.42) (2.53)

Another Clinical Pipeline Project in the Bag; Update PT to $44

Cellectis (CLLS) announced on 6/4 that the FDA approved its IND filing for UCART22 following a 30-day review period (filed early May). The
IND is for CLLS' third allogeneic (off-the-shelf) UCART candidate, UCART22, in acute B-cell lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL). CLLS plans to
initiate the Phase 1 study in 3Q18. After incorporating UCART22 into our model, we are raising our price target to $44 (from $40 previously)
and remain bullish.

HEALTHCARE

CIGNA Corp. (CI -   $177.81)
Healthcare Services

Michael Wiederhorn
954-356-8312

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $43,255.5M $237.00 EPS 10.46 13.17 14.60

With Or Without You; Significant Upside

We continue to believe Cigna offers long-term value at current prices, as the market continues to discount the stock due to its acquisition with
Express Scripts. Although the regulatory challenges are real, we believe CI stock remains attractive with or without the transaction. Clearly, the
overhang will persist until the market has certainty around the deal later in the year, but we could see the stock working under both regulatory
scenarios.

HEALTHCARE

athenahealth, Inc. (ATHN -   $158.49)
Healthcare IT & Distribution

Mohan Naidu, CFA
312-360-5948

Rating Market Cap Price Target / Prior Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $6,404.5M $179.00 / $158.00 EPS 2.50 4.38 4.57

A Case for Big Tech to Expand Its Reach into Healthcare with AthenaNet

The CEO's departure last week makes us believe in the increased likelihood of a transaction. athenaNet is the only healthcare cloud network,
and we expect this to be the basis for a true healthcare cloud and ecosystem that can facilitate yet uncontemplated monetization opportunities.
While there is significant discussion about potential suitors, we make a case for the data-hungry tech companies. Tech innovation, especially

mailto:Hartaj.Singh@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/205f3cf9-60f4-49c0-8fa1-0f77f901e0bf.pdf?
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/EmailDocViewer?encrypt=7e1ee7dd-0015-489b-8a54-4229932018b8&mime=pdf&co=Oppenheimer2&id=Hartaj.Singh@opco.com&source=libraryView
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/EmailDocViewer?encrypt=f3bb48d9-0d31-4e2b-a946-46cc8ded452c&mime=pdf&co=Oppenheimer2&id=Hartaj.Singh@opco.com&source=libraryView
mailto:Michael.Wiederhorn@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/197da856-e257-4c47-bdc8-a1c46e8d7e82.pdf?
mailto:Mohan.Naidu@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/5b457b96-a635-467b-99ce-2513cf5f41e2.pdf?
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in machine learning/AI, in healthcare is severely handicapped due to the lack of access to analyzable clinical and claims data, which we think
ATHN can solve. Based on the recent SaaS transactions (see Exhibit 1 in full report), we expect the range, at the minimum, to be $179-197/
share representing 5–5.5x our EV/CY19E revenue. We remain Outperform-rated, but increase our price target from $158 to $179.

INDUSTRIAL/CAPITAL GOODS

Rockwell Automation (ROK -   $178.01)
Sustainable Growth and Resource Optimization

Noah Kaye
212-667-7936

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

P $22,354.6M NA EPS 6.76 7.90 8.80

ROK: PTC Strategic Investment Accelerates Connected Enterprise Growth

ROK announced a strategic partnership with $1B equity investment in IIoT platform vendor PTC. The move is consistent with ROK’s strategy of
leveraging a best-in-class partnership network to provide comprehensive, flexible solutions to its customers. Rather than commit to a large, non-
core software acquisition, ROK is deploying cash into a growth market while maintaining flexibility for incremental M&A. We see two primary
benefits for ROK: (1) acceleration of software/services revenue growth via cross-selling and (2) potential appreciation of its investment in PTC,
which could update its long-term financial targets at an Investor Day next Monday. We remain on the sidelines pending that update and our
ROK HQ visit next Wednesday.

CONSUMER

United Natural Foods Inc. (UNFI -   $39.85)
Food, Grocery & Consumer Products

Rupesh Parikh, CFA
212-667-5263

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E / Prior

P $2,010.8M NA EPS 2.57 3.20 3.45 / 3.46

A Mixed N-T Outlook for UNFI Shares

Following a more than 10% decline in UNFI shares over the past few days, we spent time revisiting our model, investment thesis, and
management's gross margin commentary. We remain bullish on the top-line demand drivers for UNFI and are closely watching internal
adjustments to manage through the rapidly improving demand backdrop for the company (internally and externally driven). Sales in the latest
quarter increased 11.8% even with minimal food inflation. As we look forward, we believe value investors likely remain attracted to UNFI's
prospects, but stronger cash generation could be necessary to rekindle interest for this group of investors. With the shares now trading consistent
with historical trough valuations and Street forecasts incorporating margin headwinds, we believe UNFI shares have likely bottomed.

mailto:Noah.Kaye@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/3b74a382-2ceb-4103-b476-8c3e3ef5726f.pdf?
mailto:Rupesh.Parikh@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/edd0c032-8e05-4013-8874-271b1ee3bbe3.pdf?
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Jefferies Financial Group Inc. (JEF -   $23.07)
Commercial & Investment Banking

Chris Kotowski
212-667-6699

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $7,948.6M $33.00 EPS 0.45 0.84 1.72

Notes from Our Meeting with CEO Handler in London

We had a chance to host a meeting with Jefferies' CEO Richard Handler with institutional investors on London earlier this week. It has been
a busy quarter for Jefferies, and in this meeting he reiterated the theme that Jefferies is transforming from a conglomerated holding company
into a focused financial firm. These themes were well established with the April 9th announcement of Leucadia's sales of the majority stake
in National Beef and all of Garcadia, the name change to Jefferies and a 25M share buyback as well as an April 23 meeting in NYC (see our
notes dated April 10 and April 23).

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS Ari Wald, CFA, CMT
212-667-5279

Color for Fundamental Focus Calls: CI, ATHN, CLLS, ROK, UNFI

HEALTHCARE

ArQule, Inc. (ARQL -   $5.33)
Biotechnology

Hartaj Singh
212-667-7589

Rating Market Cap Price Target / Prior Earnings Type 2017A / Prior 2018E / Prior 2019E / Prior

O $509.0M $7.00 / NA EPS (0.39) / -- (0.20) / -- (0.27) / --

The One-Two Kinase Punch; Initiating At Outperform

We are initiating coverage of ArQule (ARQL) with an Outperform rating and $7 price target. We are impressed by the company’s competency
in kinase inhibition and experienced management team, and believe that the one-two punch of the company’s rare disease/oncology franchise in
ARQ 092/751 (AKT inhibitors) and the blue-skies scenario of the reversible BTK-inhibitor ARQ 531 will create substantial value for shareholders
over the near- to mid-term. In our model, ARQ 092/751 constitutes $3/share of our ARQL valuation (2027E sales $720M), while ARQ 531 is
another $3/share (2026E sales $730M). We ascribe both a 35% certainty to market at this stage of development/data. We are bullish on ARQL.

mailto:Chris.Kotowski@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/41b25b35-6c2a-46bf-b75c-49897652f5c2.pdf?
mailto:Ari.Wald@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/9eae3597-4d76-44ce-a0cd-70d10590e28b.pdf?
mailto:Hartaj.Singh@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/56acdc9f-51d5-4b0f-b184-6197ac329d02.pdf?
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HEALTHCARE

MediWound Ltd. (MDWD -   $6.68)
Biotechnology

Jay Olson, CFA
212-667-8126

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $180.6M $14.00 EPS (0.95) (0.72) (0.81)

NexoBrid Relieves Burn Patients with Ph3 Enrollment Completion

MDWD announced completed enrollment in the NexoBrid US Ph3 DETECT study. Top-line data are currently expected around YE18. This
represents an important milestone since timing of patient arrival is difficult to predict (accidents) and trial sites (burn centers) typically have less
experience with drugs. The top-line data would include three-month follow-up data required for a submission. MDWD expects to file in the US
in 2H19 (best case) based on the three-month data and submit long-term safety data while the BLA is under review. This scenario is likely since
the 12+ months data contains only cosmetic, functional and quality-of-life endpoints. Submission would be 1H20 if FDA insists on full 12-month
data. We see DETECT as significantly de-risked due to positive EU data.

HEALTHCARE Jay Olson, CFA
212-667-8126

Key Takeaways Post-ASCO

We hosted a conference call with two oncologists to capture key takeaways from ASCO impacting their practice. Dr. Jack Goldberg has served
as Chief of Hematology/Medical Oncology at Penn Presbyterian Medical Center and is currently practicing in Cherry Hill, NJ. Dr. Igor Genkin
practices in the Bronx with a special emphasis on novel therapeutics and biomarker development. Both doctors see 200 to 300 patients per
month. We covered three broad topics that were focal points of ASCO2018: 1) treatment of lung cancer with PD-1 antibodies, 2) precision
medicine and 3) cell therapy and CAR-Ts. We came away extremely impressed by the eagerness of these high-volume practitioners to implement
their key learnings from ASCO for the beneficial treatment of their patients.

TECHNOLOGY

SPLUNK Inc. (SPLK -   $116.75)
Infrastructure Software

Shaul Eyal
212-667-8411

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2018A 2019E 2020E

O $16,929.1M $130.00 EPS 0.62 1.15 1.46

SPLK to Acquire VictorOps for ~$120M in Cash

Splunk on 6/11 announced that it is acquiring VictorOps, Inc., a provider of DevOps incident management solutions, for $120M. Nearly all of the
consideration comes in the form of balance sheet cash (the announcement also notes that Splunk securities may form part of the consideration).
The deal is expected to close during 2Q (Jul. '18), subject to customary closing conditions. We believe Boulder, CO-based VictorOps generates
less than $20M in revenue. In our view, this acquisition reflects SPLK's ongoing efforts to enhance its security solutions and believe the synergistic
combination of SPLK's solutions with VictorOps should accelerate enterprises' ability to rapidly and effectively solve problems.

mailto:Jay.Olson@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/d36a98fc-9c47-45a6-9c69-2c1f2eadc142.pdf?
mailto:Jay.Olson@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/6a95f1b1-50e7-4a7a-8bed-e0db4e34f941.pdf?
mailto:Shaul.Eyal@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/2f875c32-6896-4afd-9ee6-d5361c9c57c9.pdf?
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TECHNOLOGY Andrew Uerkwitz
212-667-5316

E3 Field Note D2—EA / Xbox / Ubisoft / PlayStation

Our management meetings and press events on Monday present a full spectrum of the state of video game business. Forward looking questions
regarding subscription model and GaaS dominated Microsoft and EA management meetings. The Ubisoft press event was the latest showcase
of a company tweaking its business model to get a higher mix of live service. Lastly, Sony Showcase event reminded us again that PlayStation
is still the home of the highest quality first party games.

TECHNOLOGY Rick Schafer
720-554-1119

Daily Chip Clips

■ GPU, ASIC supply chains see dim prospects for crypto mining (Digitimes)
■ Q1 Chip Equipment Bookings Reached $17 Billion (EE Times)

INDUSTRIAL/CAPITAL GOODS

FedEx Corporation (FDX -   $260.15)
Industrial & Business Services

Scott Schneeberger, CFA
212-667-8114

Rating Market Cap Price Target Earnings Type 2017A 2018E 2019E

O $69,516.0M $282.00 EPS 12.09 15.20 17.00

Quarterly Dividend Increased 30% To $0.65 From $0.50 Per Share

FedEx has declared a quarterly cash dividend of $0.65 per share ($2.60 annualized; ~1% current yield). The dividend is payable 7/9/18 to
shareholders of record at the close of business on 6/25/18. It represents a 30% increase from the company's previous quarterly dividend of
$0.50. FedEx has delivered sizable dividend increases in recent years (+25%/+60%/+25%/+33% in 2017/2016/2015/2014, respectively), which
emphasizes its return of capital focus. Reiterate Outperform.

Oppenheimer Marketing Events

June 19-20, 2018 –18th Annual Consumer Conference - Boston, MA--starts next Wednesday
July 10-11, 2018 –Boston Oncology Summit - Boston, MA
Aug. 7-8, 2018 - 21st Annual Technology, Internet & Communications Conference - Boston, MA
Aug 12-13, 2018 –Newport Summit - Newport, RI
Aug 15, 2018 –Midwest Corporate Access Day - Chicago, IL

mailto:Andrew.Uerkwitz@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/292fcfb9-fffb-4234-aab5-9bab76fa6bac.pdf?
mailto:Rick.Schafer@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/7cb8eeb2-fb0c-4cd6-b06e-fcbf4c5b1b6c.pdf?
mailto:Scott.Schneeberger@opco.com
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/docs/pdf/675776bd-575f-4dbd-8f13-7591377124df.pdf?
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Disclosure Appendix
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result,
investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report.
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.

The published date of the recommendations contained in this report can be found by accessing disclosures (https://
opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/MAR.action).
This report was produced at June 12, 2018 06:58 EDT and disseminated at June 12, 2018 06:58 EDT.

Other companies mentioned in this report: 4502.TKS     4506.TKS     4523.TKS     AAPL     ABBV     AGIO     AMZN     APTO   
  ARQL     ATHN     AZN.LON     BAYN.SWX     BGNE     BLUE     BSLN.SWX     CALD     CI     CLLS     CRM     CYBR     DCTCH   
  EA     FDX     FPRX     GILD     GOOG     IBM     INCY     JEF     JNJ     LLY     LOXO     MDWD     MRK.ETR     MSFT     NOVN.SWX
    ORCL     PANW     PTC     RNA     RNN     ROG.SWX     ROK     SAP     SNE     SNSS     SPLK     UBI-FR     UNFI     VZ   

Important Disclosure Footnotes for Companies Mentioned in this Report that Are Covered by Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.:

Stock Prices as of June 12, 2018
CIGNA Corp. (CI - NYSE, 180.95, OUTPERFORM)
FedEx Corporation (FDX - NYSE, 261.97, OUTPERFORM)
MediWound Ltd. (MDWD - NYSE, 6.65, OUTPERFORM)
United Natural Foods Inc. (UNFI - NASDAQ, 41.01, PERFORM)
Cellectis, SA (CLLS - NASDAQ, 30.21, OUTPERFORM)
Jefferies Financial Group Inc. (JEF - NYSE, 23.10, OUTPERFORM)
Agios Pharmaceuticals (AGIO - NASDAQ, 92.87, PERFORM)
ArQule, Inc. (ARQL - NASDAQ, 5.28, OUTPERFORM)
Gilead Sciences, Inc. (GILD - NASDAQ, 71.83, PERFORM)
Incyte (INCY - NASDAQ, 69.36, PERFORM)
Loxo Oncology (LOXO - NASDAQ, 179.69, OUTPERFORM)
Sunesis Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (SNSS - NASDAQ, 2.43, OUTPERFORM)
Palo Alto Networks Inc. (PANW - NYSE, 198.71, OUTPERFORM)
CyberArk Software Ltd. (CYBR - NASDAQ, 64.70, OUTPERFORM)
SPLUNK Inc. (SPLK - NASDAQ, 117.07, OUTPERFORM)
bluebird bio (BLUE - NASDAQ, 179.90, PERFORM)
Rockwell Automation (ROK - NYSE, 178.45, PERFORM)
Apple Inc. (AAPL - NASDAQ, 191.23, PERFORM)
Amazon.Com, Inc. (AMZN - NASDAQ, 1,689.12, OUTPERFORM)
Salesforce.com (CRM - NYSE, 133.98, OUTPERFORM)
Alphabet Inc. (GOOG - NASDAQ, 1,129.99, OUTPERFORM)
International Business Machines (IBM - NYSE, 146.58, PERFORM)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT - NASDAQ, 101.05, OUTPERFORM)
Oracle Corporation (ORCL - NASDAQ, 48.19, PERFORM)
SAP SE (SAP - NYSE, 120.01, OUTPERFORM)
Verizon (VZ - NYSE, 49.30, PERFORM)
athenahealth, Inc. (ATHN - NASDAQ, 158.49, OUTPERFORM)
Electronic Arts Inc. (EA - NASDAQ, 139.16, OUTPERFORM)

All price targets displayed in the chart above are for a 12- to- 18-month period. Prior to March 30, 2004, Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
used 6-, 12-, 12- to 18-, and 12- to 24-month price targets and ranges. For more information about target price histories, please write
to Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., 85 Broad Street, New York, NY 10004, Attention: Equity Research Department, Business Manager.

https://opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/MAR.action
https://opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/MAR.action
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Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. Rating System as of January 14th, 2008:

Outperform(O) - Stock expected to outperform the S&P 500 within the next 12-18 months.

Perform (P) - Stock expected to perform in line with the S&P 500 within the next 12-18 months.

Underperform (U) - Stock expected to underperform the S&P 500 within the next 12-18 months.

Not Rated (NR) - Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. does not maintain coverage of the stock or is restricted from doing so due to a potential conflict of interest.

Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. Rating System prior to January 14th, 2008:

Buy - anticipates appreciation of 10% or more within the next 12 months, and/or a total return of 10% including dividend payments, and/or the
ability of the shares to perform better than the leading stock market averages or stocks within its particular industry sector.

Neutral - anticipates that the shares will trade at or near their current price and generally in line with the leading market averages due to a perceived
absence of strong dynamics that would cause volatility either to the upside or downside, and/or will perform less well than higher rated companies
within its peer group. Our readers should be aware that when a rating change occurs to Neutral from Buy, aggressive trading accounts might
decide to liquidate their positions to employ the funds elsewhere.

Sell - anticipates that the shares will depreciate 10% or more in price within the next 12 months, due to fundamental weakness perceived in the
company or for valuation reasons, or are expected to perform significantly worse than equities within the peer group.

Distribution of Ratings/IB Services

Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.

IB Serv./Past 12 Mos.

Rating Count Percent  Count Percent

BUY [O/B/OP] 348 62.82  155 44.54

HOLD [N/P/SP] 204 36.82  70 34.31

SELL [UP/S/U] 2 0.36  2 100.00

 

Although the investment recommendations within the three-tiered, relative stock rating system utilized by Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. do not correlate
to buy, hold and sell recommendations, for the purposes of complying with FINRA rules, Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. has assigned buy ratings to
securities rated Outperform, hold ratings to securities rated Perform, and sell ratings to securities rated Underperform.
Note: Stocks trading under $5 can be considered speculative and appropriate for risk tolerant investors.

In the past 12 months Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. has provided investment banking services for CLLS, MDWD and SNSS.

In the past 12 months Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for CLLS, MDWD and
SNSS.

In the past 12 months Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. has received compensation for investment banking services from CLLS, MDWD
and SNSS.

Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. makes a market in the securities of ARQL, SPLK, ATHN, AAPL, AMZN, EA, GILD, GOOG, INCY, MSFT
and ORCL.

Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services in the next 3 months
from ARQL, MDWD, CALD, CYBR, FPRX, LOXO, RNN and SNSS.
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The Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. analyst/associate(s) who covers this company also has a long position in JEF.

Analyst Certification - The author certifies that this research report accurately states his/her personal views about the subject
securities, which are reflected in the ratings as well as in the substance of this report. The author certifies that no part of his/her
compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this research
report.

Additional Information Available

Please log on to http://www.opco.com or write to Oppenheimer & Co. Inc., 85 Broad Street, New York, NY 10004, Attention: Equity
Research Department, Business Manager.

Other Disclosures
This report is issued and approved for distribution by Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. transacts business on all principal exchanges
and is a member of SIPC. This report is provided, for informational purposes only, to institutional and retail investor clients of Oppenheimer & Co.
Inc. and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation
would be prohibited. The securities mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all types of investors. This report does not take into account
the investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs of any particular client of Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. Recipients should consider this
report as only a single factor in making an investment decision and should not rely solely on investment recommendations contained herein, if any,
as a substitution for the exercise of independent judgment of the merits and risks of investments. The analyst writing the report is not a person or
company with actual, implied or apparent authority to act on behalf of any issuer mentioned in the report. Before making an investment decision
with respect to any security recommended in this report, the recipient should consider whether such recommendation is appropriate given the
recipient's particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. We recommend that investors independently evaluate particular
investments and strategies, and encourage investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. will not treat non-client
recipients as its clients solely by virtue of their receiving this report. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or
warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this report. The price of the securities mentioned
in this report and the income they produce may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by exchange rates, and investors may realize losses on
investments in such securities, including the loss of investment principal. Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. accepts no liability for any loss arising from
the use of information contained in this report, except to the extent that liability may arise under specific statutes or regulations applicable to
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. All information, opinions and statistical data contained in this report were obtained or derived from public sources believed
to be reliable, but Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. does not represent that any such information, opinion or statistical data is accurate or complete (with the
exception of information contained in the Important Disclosures section of this report provided by Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. or individual research
analysts), and they should not be relied upon as such. All estimates, opinions and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgments as
of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice. Since the
levels and bases of taxation can change, any reference in this report to the impact of taxation should not be construed as offering tax advice on
the tax consequences of investments. As with any investment having potential tax implications, clients should consult with their own independent
tax adviser. This report may provide addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, Internet web sites. Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. has not reviewed the
linked Internet web site of any third party and takes no responsibility for the contents thereof. Each such address or hyperlink is provided solely
for the recipient's convenience and information, and the content of linked third party web sites is not in any way incorporated into this document.
Recipients who choose to access such third-party web sites or follow such hyperlinks do so at their own risk.
This research is distributed in the UK and elsewhere throughout Europe, as third party research by Oppenheimer Europe Ltd, which is authorized
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This research is for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation
or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This research is for distribution only to persons who are eligible
counterparties or professional clients. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. In
particular, this material is not for distribution to, and should not be relied upon by, retail clients, as defined under the rules of the FCA. Neither the
FCA’s protection rules nor compensation scheme may be applied. https://opco2.bluematrix.com/sellside/MAR.action
Distribution in Hong Kong: This report is prepared for professional investors and is being distributed in Hong Kong by Oppenheimer Investments
Asia Limited (OIAL) to persons whose business involves the acquisition, disposal or holding of securities, whether as principal or agent. OIAL, an
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